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By SARAH JONES

More than half of consumers believe that the luxury is better defined as a "lifestyle of experiences" than the
acquisition of goods, indicative of the shift towards intangible indulgences.

A new report from Lexus finds that consumers are coveting alone time and digital detoxes, making wellness its own
version of a luxury. Heading into the next decade, luxury brands can take a leadership position in offering
consumers the experiences they crave, whether it is  experiential opportunities or customization.

"I believe that the attention to health and wellness comes down to mindfulness in a busy world, and also connects to
the finding that consumers associate luxury with exceptional experiences," said Lisa Materazzo, vice president of
Lexus marketing. "One needs to prioritize health and wellness in order to best enjoy experiences, and brands are
wise to consider that finding."

Lexus' "Future of Luxury" report is  based on a study the automaker commissioned, which asked 3,200 Americans
their views on luxury. Respondents ranged in age from Gen Z to baby boomers.

Experiences over acquisitions
Fifty-six percent of consumers associate luxury more with experiences. However, an even greater share of
respondents, 73 percent, anticipate that this shift in luxury's definition from goods to experiences will remain the
same or grow in the future.

An experiential focus also extends to consumers' interactions with brands, with 86 percent expecting to receive a
personal touch and stellar support from companies.

A whopping 93 percent of consumers also expect brands to offer more features that enable them to make special
requests.

As purchasing increasingly moves online, about half of shoppers also want to see more tools to customized their
merchandise within ecommerce platforms.
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"While Lexus will always continue its focus on superior craftsmanship, there are a number of compelling ways to go
above and beyond to create experiences for guests as a lifestyle brand," Ms. Materazzo said.

"One example of how this in practice today is that Lexus offers owner benefits and exclusive access to culinary and
hospitality partners and athletic events," she said. "The dealership experience is also of utmost importance, and
treating our customers like a guest in our home is top of mind for every Lexus dealer.

"Looking to the future, it's  exciting to think about how technology can enhance experiences. For instance, as
autonomy becomes more available, luxury vehicles will offer the choice of when to drive and when to sit back and
enjoy media or company. The distinction here is choice. We predict that there will always be people who enjoy
driving and want to choose the option to experience it."

The Lexus  All-Star Chef Class ic was  held las t October. Image courtesy of Lexus

This focus on the individual also stems to attitudes about self-care.

Health and wellness is its  own form of indulgence today, with 50 percent of consumers believing the freedom to
focus on well-being will become even more of a luxury in the next decade. Meanwhile, 51 percent foresee that me-
time will be considered more of a luxury.

Consumers are constantly connected, meaning that the ability to get away from phones, social media and the 24-
hour news cycle is slated to become an even greater luxury. Lexus anticipates that the number of consumers who
consider digital detoxes a luxury will grow three times over by 2030.

Mandarin Oriental has offered digital detoxes. Image credit: Mandarin Oriental

Some hotels have jumped onto the wellness trend early.

Interest in wellness travel is not losing momentum, according to industry experts speaking on a panel at Cond Nast
Traveler's Points of View Summit.

From cruises and spas to family resorts, the hospitality industry continues to add wellness offerings such as fitness,
healthy meals, spa treatments and digital detoxes. While interest in wellness travel is present across generations,
different demographics have different interpretations of wellness (see story).

Thirty years into the future, consumers believe that all individuals will have access to the ability to disable their
devices for alone time. Other projected widely available experiences are clean air and medicine that is made
specifically for a patient using their genetic makeup.
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For the affluent few, consumers believe that some rare and exclusive offerings in 2050 will be space travel, flying
cars and mind reading devices. Some of these, including air mobility and leisure space flights, are already in the
works.

Sustainability leaders
Seventy-one percent of consumers believe luxury brands can serve as leaders in sustainability.

Environmental responsibility is becoming more of a necessity for brands than an optional effort, with eight in 10
respondents saying they have come to expect that luxury brands will employ eco-friendly production. This
expectation is stronger in categories such as beauty, food and beverage and automotive.

Sustainability is only going to become even more of a necessity for luxury brands.

Luxury has traditionally been associated with specific naturally derived materials such as leather and diamonds, but
technology and changing attitudes are paving the way for manmade alternatives.

From leather cultivated out of mushrooms to diamonds grown in a lab, brands and consumers are experimenting
with new materials. As luxury labels branch out, there are ongoing debates about the comparative sustainability and
impact of manmade materials, as well as whether they truly reflect the idea of luxury (see story).

Consumers are warming to synthetics, with 48 percent expecting to see more manmade options in the future.

"Luxury brands can offer leadership in exceptional quality within sustainability," Ms. Materazzo said. "For instance,
Lexus plans to expand the use of very high-quality leather alternatives in vehicles across the portfolio.

"Additionally, Lexus is an industry leader in LEED-certified facilities without compromising the standard of
manufacturing and sponsors the next generation of innovators in green space by working worldwide with engineers
and scientists to fund fellowships and grants," she said.
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